FOREVER BETTER
FLOOR CARE
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Better is Cleaner

From Floor To Ceiling.
Since 1899, Miele has been dedicated to fulfilling our founding promise
of ‘Immer Besser’ — a German phrase meaning ‘Forever Better.’ We

deliver on this promise with our full suite of state-of-the-art home
appliances, and we support your passion for a cleaner, healthier and

more comfortable home with our innovative, award-winning collection of
vacuum cleaners.

Whether cleaning plush carpets or polished hardwoods, handcrafted
furniture or delicate upholstery, Miele’s canister and upright vacuum

cleaners help you care for all aspects of your home. Our advanced, technologically superior filtration systems also improve the quality of air in

your home, so you and your family will breathe easier now — and for
many years to come.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF
A BETTER CLEAN.

Only by Miele.
Optimized Convenience

Blending intuitive controls with thoughtful design, Miele vacuums

LEGENDARY QUALITY
Engineered in Germany with uncompromising quality, Miele vacuum

offer optimized convenience to help you clean your home easily and

cleaners are built to withstand the rigors of everyday cleaning, year

same durable materials, features Air Clean FilterBags™ and filters

eco-friendly plastics, every Miele vacuum cleaner undergoes pro-

you choose, you can feel confident that you’re not sacrificing quality

it meets our exacting standards and delivers on its promise of perfect

thoroughly. Every Miele vacuum, across each series, is built with the
and incorporates the same powerful motor. No matter which Miele

after year. Precision crafted with high-grade components, including

longed endurance testing — before and after assembly — to ensure

or performance.

performance, every time.

ADVANCED FILTRATION

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

The only way to really clean effectively is by capturing the microscop-

Whether picking up stubborn dirt or pet hair — from even the deepest

them securely until they can be hygienically disposed. Our unique

Our robust Vortex Motor System™ provides powerful suction and

ic dust particles that pollute the air in your home and then containing
12-stage Air Clean™ filtration system retains over 99.9% of all fine
particles from the air. And our Air Clean FilterBags™ let you easily

dispose of debris without releasing harmful particulates and allergens back into your home, safeguarding you and your family.

pile carpets — Miele offers the ultimate in control and performance.
precise adjustment — no matter the surface being cleaned. The result is a gentle, highly effective vacuum cleaner that thoroughly cares
for the quality of your floors and the integrity of your fabrics.

Each appliance bearing the Miele name reflects the finest German engineering and ensures the performance you
expect, the peace of mind you deserve and the energy efficiency necessary to protect the earth’s natural resources.
All Miele canister and full-size upright vacuum cleaners featured in this brochure are designed, engineered and manufactured in Germany.
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Canister Vacuums

Canisters as convenient
as they are ELEGANT.
Lightweight and versatile, Miele’s collection of canister vacuum cleaners

combines superior pickup power with exceptional mobility. With a range

of floor tools and adaptable accessories that care for all the surfaces in
your home, you’ll appreciate the control that comes with a canister — and
the satisfaction that comes with a neat, spotless home.

J.D. POWER AND ASSOCIATES HAS RANKED US:

“Highest in Customer
Satisfaction with Canister
Vacuums”
Miele received the highest numerical score for canister vacuums in the proprietary
J.D. Power and Associates 2013 Vacuum Satisfaction Study(SM). Study based on
5,182 total responses measuring 10 brands and measures opinions of consumers
who purchased canister vacuums during the previous 12 months. Proprietary
study results are based on experiences and perceptions of consumers surveyed
in February 2013. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com.
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The S8 UniQ

THE S8 SERIES
THE PINNACLE OF PERFORMANCE AND CONVENIENCE
A perfect synergy of design and functionality, Miele’s S8 series sets new standards in floor care.

These full-size canisters combine maximum features and efficiency with outstanding cleaning
results. S8 balances powerful performance with innovative conveniences – resulting in a vacuum
that truly cleans. And lasts.

Miele’s signature craftsmanship is evident throughout S8’s elegant styling and components.

Superior engineering is balanced with carefully-selected, fine quality materials such as a durable

Our encapsulated Silence
Motor exudes power while
keeping your indoor
environment exceptionally
quiet during vacuuming.

stainless steel wand and specialized ABS plastic with a hard, impact-resistant surface that leaves
the canister with a brilliant, durable finish. S8’s plastic components are durable, yet safe for use
in your home. Miele also ensures that these components are clearly marked for easy recycling

after their usable life - protecting the environment for future generations.

Other conveniences include a 33-foot operating radius and foot pedal controls for quick and

effective cleaning. S8 features a silence motor that maintains a quiet environment for your family,
balancing 1,200-watt powerful cleaning performance. The S8 series also features Miele’s

Air Clean Sealed System® that not only vacuums your floors – but also cleans the air your family
breathes.

Confidence You Can Count On.
Further affirming Miele’s uncompromising quality, every Miele vacuum cleaner carries a sev-

en-year warranty on its motor and casing in addition to a one-year product warranty. With the

S8 UniQ, you’ll enjoy the comfort and confidence of a five-year parts and labor warranty,

as well as a 10-year motor and casing warranty.

S 8990 UniQ
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Miele’s S8 Alize features a spotlight handle and Dynamic Drive castor wheels.

The S8 UniQ
Lighting the way for unique cleaning.
The S8 UniQ’s distinctive features place Miele at the forefront of the floor care industry. The first
vacuum cleaner to offer innovations such as LED underbody lights and an illuminated parking

system, vacuuming with the UniQ is a truly luxurious cleaning experience. The illuminated parking system will remain lit for 30 seconds after turning off the vacuum, to assist with easy storage

in closets or other dark areas. A velvet bumper strip around the canister protects furniture in the

event of accidental collision. The UniQ offers handle controls which allow users to turn the vacuum on or off, control the speed settings or switch to the automatic setting – easily adjusting the

vacuum’s speed perfectly for each surface in your home. Enhanced conveniences include a 3D
velvet bumper strip and chrome accents for a stunning design. A perfect balance of form and
function, the S8 UniQ is a vacuum that is truly unique.

The S8 Alize
A precision tool for complete peace-of-mind.
The S8 Alize pairs unique features with eco-consciousness. It also marks the debut of Miele’s

Dynamic Drive and spotlight handle. With specialized castors for gentle maneuvering over

thresholds and uneven flooring surfaces, Dynamic Drive offers soft suspension for the canister.

The spotlight handle provides the operator with comfort, while the durable LED light illuminates

the area ahead of the floor tool or cleaning accessory to assist with locating and capturing dirt

and dust. The Alize includes Miele’s AirTeQ floor tool, featuring a streamlined airflow for uninterrupted floor contact. This, coupled with an automatic setting makes the S8 Alize powerful, yet

efficient. Balancing precision cleaning with your well-being, the Alize exemplifies Miele’s commitment to offering nontoxic materials that are not harmful to your family or to the environment.

S 8590 Alize
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the s6 series
Thoughtfully considered. BRILLIANTLY REFINED.
Engineered with a unique, highly desirable
design, the S6 delivers unparalleled strength
and durability for years — and superior
performance on any surface.

With the S6, Miele has engineered a brilliantly refined cleaning solution — one

conceived to maximize performance and efficiency in an elegant, space-saving design.
Weighing less than ten pounds, its durable, innovative skeleton construction is built to

capture and securely retain more than 99.9% of dirt, dust and allergens — while its

efficient, near-silent motor delivers significant noise reduction without sacrificing power.

The result is a jewel of a canister vacuum cleaner: thoughtfully considered, flawlessly
fashioned and timelessly desirable.

MIELE FLOOR CARE:

POWERFULLY EFFECTIVE, POSITIVELY ECO-FRIENDLY.
Miele’s commitment to the environment is built into all of its vacuums, including lead-

free exterior coatings and legendary, 20-year-tested product durability that dramati-

cally reduces waste and disposal issues. The S6 Jasper takes efficiency to

a higher level, thanks to its innovative AirTeQ floor tool with streamlined airflow

for uninterrupted floor contact, ensuring superior cleaning results and minimum en-

ergy use — whatever the surface.
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S 6290 Jasper

Miele’s S6 series blends powerful performance and a compact design.
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With three covered caster wheels, Miele canister vacuum cleaners pivot easily around furniture and roll over thresholds without scuffing or scratching even your most delicate floors.

the s2 series
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE WITH EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.
Incorporating the quality and performance for which Miele vacuum cleaners are renowned,
the S2 Series delivers exceptional cleaning power perfectly packaged in an agile, lightweight
body. These versatile canisters gently care for all flooring in your home, from smooth, solid

surfaces like tiles and hardwoods to plush rugs and deep-pile carpeting. With six distinct

power settings — all clearly displayed on a front-mounted rotary dial — it’s easy to vary your

vacuum cleaner’s suction according to the carpet pile, flooring and fabrics you’re cleaning.

Built for remarkable longevity,
all Miele vacuum cleaners
feature a powerful Vortex Motor
System™ that remains
astonishingly quiet while
vacuuming. Air is directed, and
ultimately forced, through a
pre-exhaust filter — purifying
the air in your home.

Heavy-Duty Vacuum Cleaners

That Are Exceptionally Lightweight.
At Miele, we design our vacuums to live long, productive lives. That’s why the exteriors of
our vacuum cleaners are as thoughtfully designed as the interiors. All body casings are

crafted from resilient, high-impact ABS plastics — the same material used in professional football helmets. This recyclable material is durable enough to endure inevitable

bumps and bangs and lightweight enough to easily carry up and down the stairs of your
home.

S 2121 Titan
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S8 canister VACUUMs

POWER
Powerful Vortex Motor™, manufactured by Miele
Power Adjustment
Number of Power Settings
Motor protection function with safety shut-off
Automatic motor setting
FILTRATION
Air Clean Sealed System™ Construction
Air Clean FilterBag™
FilterBag™ change indicator
Active Air Clean Filter
Active HEPA Filter
Filter replacement indicator
USER CONVENIENCES
Lightweight Skeleton Construction
Side park-system for storage
Long electrical cord with automatic rewind
Cleaning radius
360˚ castor wheels for high maneuverability
Deluxe Comfort Grip handle with
electrobrush control
Suction controls via handle
Spotlight Handle
FLOOR TOOLS
Included floor brushes
Optional electrobrushes
ACCESSORIES
Dusting brush, upholstery tool, crevice nozzle
Mini Turbo Brush (STB 101)
COLOR
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S 8390 Calima

S 8390 Kona

S 8380 Cat & Dog

S 8590 Alize

S 8590 Marin

S 8990 UniQ

Low Noise, 1200-watt
+/- Foot Switch
6
Yes
No

Low Noise, 1200-watt
+/- Foot Switch
6
Yes
No

Low Noise, 1200-watt
+/- Foot Switch
6
Yes
No

Low Noise, 1200-watt
+/- Foot Switch
6
Yes
Yes

Low Noise, 1200-watt
+/- Foot Switch
6
Yes
Yes

Low Noise, 1200-watt
Handle Controls
6
Yes
Yes

Yes
G/N
Yes
Optional
Standard
No

Yes
G/N
Yes
Optional
Standard
No

Yes
G/N
Yes
Active Air Clean Filter
Optional
No

Yes
G/N
Yes
Optional
Standard
No

Yes
G/N
Yes
Optional
Standard
Yes

Yes
G/N
Yes
Optional
Standard
Yes

Yes
Yes
One-touch
33'
Yes

Yes
Yes
One-touch
33'
Yes

Yes
Yes
One-touch
33'
Yes

Yes
Yes
One-touch
33'
Dynamic Drive

Yes
Yes
One-touch
33'
Yes

Yes
Illuminated
One-touch
33'
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
No
No

Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

STB 205-3 & SBB 300-3

SEB 228 & SBB 300-3

SEB 228 & SBB 300-3

SBD 650-3

SBB 300-3
SBE 217-3
SEB 228
SEB 236

SEB 236 & SBB 300-3

Integrated
No
Canary Yellow

Integrated
No
Obsidian Black

Integrated
Yes
Koi Orange

Integrated
No
Ivory White

Integrated
No
Navy Blue Metallic

Integrated
No
Mahogany Brown Metallic

Visit mieleusa.com for complete product specifications.

The S8 Cat & Dog vacuum includes a Mini Turbo Brush that removes pet hair quickly and easily.
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s6 canister VACUUMs

POWER
Powerful 1200-watt Miele-Made Vortex Motor™
Number of power settings
Motor protection indicator
Motor protection function
Silence motor
FILTRATION
Air Clean Sealed System® construction
Air Clean FilterBag™
FilterBag™ change indicator
Air Clean Filter
Active Air Clean Filter
Active HEPA Filter
Filter replacement indicator
ACCESSORIES
Durable non-electric hose
Durable electric hose
Deluxe Comfort Grip handle with electrobrush control
Deluxe Comfort Grip handle with electrobrush control
and suction controls via handle
Telescopic stainless steel wand
Included floor brushes
Dusting brush
Upholstery tool
Crevice nozzle
Long electrical cord with One-Touch automatic rewind
Cleaning radius
COLOR
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Visit mieleusa.com for complete product specifications.

S 6270 Quartz

S 6270 Onyx

S 6290 Jasper

S 6270 Topaz

Rotary Dial
6

Rotary Dial
6

Rotary Dial
6

Rotary Dial
6

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
F/J/M
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

•
F/J/M
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

•
F/J/M
•
Optional
Optional
Standard

•
F/J/M
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

•

•

•

•
SBD 285-3
•
•
•
•
33'
Lotus White

•
STB 205-3 & SBB 300-3
•
•
•
•
33'
Obsidian Black

•
SBD 650-3
•
•
•
•
33’
Pistachio Green

•
•
•
SEB 217-3 & SBB 300-3
•
•
•
•
33'
Tayberry Red

s2 canister VACUUMs

POWER
Powerful 1200-watt Miele-Made Vortex Motor™
Number of power settings
Motor protection indicator
Motor protection function
Silence motor
FILTRATION
Air Clean Sealed System® construction
Air Clean FilterBag™
FilterBag™ change indicator
Air Clean Filter
Active Air Clean Filter
Active HEPA Filter
Filter replacement indicator
ACCESSORIES
Durable non-electric hose
Durable electric hose
Deluxe handle grip with electrobrush control

Deluxe handle grip with electrobrush control and
suction controls via handle
Telescopic stainless steel wand
Included floor brushes
Dusting brush
Upholstery tool
Crevice nozzle
Long electrical cord with automatic rewind
Cleaning radius
COLOR

S 2121 Olympus

S 2121 Capri

S 2121 Delphi

S 2181 Titan

Rotary Dial
6

Rotary Dial
6

Rotary Dial
6

Rotary Dial
6

•

•

•

•

G/N
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

G/N
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

G/N
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

G/N
•
Standard
Optional
Standard

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
SBD 350-3
•
•
•
•
29.5'
Lotus White

•
STB 205-3 & SBB Parquet-3
•
•
•
•
29.5'
Lava Grey

•
SEB 217-3
•
•
•
•
29.5'
Lotus White

•
SEB 217-3 & SBB Parquet-3
•
•
•
•
29.5'
Mango Red
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Parquet (SBB Parquet)
Long, soft, natural bristles ensure that tile, wood and
other smooth surfaces are cleaned thoroughly with
extreme care.

Parquet Twister (SBB 300)
The Twister rotates 180° and is exceptionally agile
when cleaning around obstacles like table or chair
legs.

Turbo Comfort (STB 205)
The Turbo Comfort contains an air-driven rotating
roller brush that works to loosen the dirt in the floor
while collecting lint and thread. Optimal for cut-pile.

Electro Comfort (SEB 217)
This electrically-driven carpet tool with floating head
and swivel neck design is ideal for low- and
medium-pile carpet care.

Electro Plus (SEB 228)
With a five-level height adjustment, this tool is
suitable for medium- to high-pile and plush carpeting.

Electro Premium (SEB 236)
This electrically-driven carpet tool with wide brush
roll and LED light is ideal for medium - to high-pile
carpeting. Features five-level height adjustment and
reset button.

Classic FiberTeQ (SBD 350)
Ideal for all smooth flooring and low-pile carpeting.
Easily transitions from smooth floors to carpeted
surfaces with a quick click of the rocker switch.

AllTeQ Combination (SBD 285)
This tool is ideal for all smooth flooring and low-pile
carpeting. A foot switch allows you to go from smooth
floors to carpeted surfaces quickly.

FiberTeQ Combination (SBD 470)
Ideal for all smooth flooring and low-pile carpeting.
Easily transitions from smooth floors to carpeted
surfaces with a quick click of the rocker switch.

AirTeQ Combination (SBD 650)
With a well-sealed flexible hose and soft bumper
strip, this exceptionally quiet tool delivers excellent
dust pickup and streamlined airflow.
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Upright Vacuums

Everything Miele
in an upright
For those who prefer the effortless glide of an upright, Miele’s upright

vacuum cleaners deliver exceptional cleaning with unmatched maneu-

verability. And being a Miele, they feature industry-leading filtration and
longevity — designed to provide superior, hygienic care for your home
and family for years to come.

J.D. POWER AND ASSOCIATES HAS RANKED US:

“Highest in Customer
Satisfaction with Upright
Vacuums, Two Years in a Row”
Miele received the highest numerical score for upright vacuums in the proprietary
J.D. Power and Associates 2012–2013 Vacuum Satisfaction Study(SM). 2013 study
based on 5,182 total responses measuring 13 brands and measures opinions
of consumers who purchased upright vacuums during the previous 12 months.
Propriety study results are based on experiences and perceptions of consumers
surveyed in February 2013. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com.
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An LED headlight provides maximum visibility as you navigate under and around furnishings.

the s7 series
CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN. EDGE-TO-EDGE performance.
Imagine an upright that pivots easily around chair legs — and reaches right under beds, coffee tables and other low
furniture. The Miele S7 Series features breakthrough SwivelNeck™ technology that lets you steer your upright with

little more than a turn of your wrist or even extend it into its unique flat-to-the-floor position. So instead of having to

move furniture while cleaning, you’ll maneuver around and under it.

To maintain optimal contact,
Miele’s unique electrobrush
follows the contours of your
floor, automatically adjusting
for different carpet depths
and surface coverings —
providing even, consistent
suction and gentle cleaning.

The control and responsiveness of the S7 Series is perfectly complemented by its outstanding versatility. With an independently powered, spring-loaded roller brush, these Air Clean Sealed System® vacuum cleaners are capable of
lifting dirt, dust and debris from the deepest pile carpets in one swift pass and then transitioning gracefully to a smooth

surface, such as a polished hardwood floor.

Creating a Fresh, Healthy Home For You and Your Pets.
Cleaning up after your cat or dog doesn’t have to be a daunting task. Our canisters and uprights feature a range of

accessories that help you remove pet hair, dander and dirt from stair crevices, baseboards and upholstery. And

our Air Clean Sealed System® with Active Air Clean Filter — featuring active charcoal layers — neutralizes and
absorbs unwanted pet odors. So you actually purify the air you breathe, while cleaning up after your favorite pet.

S 7260 Cat & Dog
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Miele’s Universal Upright provides a convenient, effective solution for quick cleaning. For added versatility, suction can be adjusted and the upright can be converted into a handheld vacuum ideal for upholstery, stairs and other tight spaces.

Standard on the Universal
Upright, the rug and floor tool is
designed to care for all smooth
flooring and low-pile carpeting
in your home. An integrated
glide feature ensures a gentle
clean on even your most
sensitive solid floors. And by
pressing a convenient rocker
footswitch, you’ll transition to
carpet and rugs gracefully as
you move from room to room.

the universal upright
VERSATILE PERFORMANCE WITHOUT COMPROMISE.
From ceramic tiles to flagstone, cork to bamboo, Miele’s Universal Upright vacuum cleaner is ideal for light,

quick cleaning tasks on a wide range of smooth floor surfaces, as well as low- to medium-pile carpeting. Unlike
many stick vacuum cleaners, the Universal Upright provides ample pickup power, capturing fine particulates

and debris easily and efficiently.

Whether you opt for the Air Clean or certified HEPA Filter, this convenient upright makes for an excellent companion cleaner to your full-size vacuum. Its modular design lets you configure it several different ways, and its

compact, lightweight body allows for easy storage in any closet or on boats, RVs or anywhere else you’ll need
a handy vacuum.

With the addition of an optional SEB 228 or SEB 236 electrobrush, the Universal Upright can clean medium - to
high-pile carpeting, and is the ideal second vacuum.

MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS.

ENDLESS CLEANING APPLICATIONS.
With a simple press of a clip, Miele’s Universal Upright can be transformed into several convenient configurations. By positioning the canister high on the suction tube, it’s easy to reach under beds, coffee tables and

other low furniture. By removing the tube completely, it becomes a handheld that’s ideal for cleaning stair crevices, upholstery and sofa cushions. No matter how it’s configured, this versatile upright remains exceptionally
lightweight, so you can transport it easily between your home and your car, camper or boat.
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s7 upright VACUUMs

POWER
2-motor system, with separate control for electrobrush
Powerful 1200-watt Miele-Made Vortex Motor™
4,800 RPM electrobrush motor
Number of power settings
Motor protection indicator
Automatic motor setting
FILTRATION
Air Clean Sealed System® construction
Air Clean FilterBag™
FilterBag™ change indicator
Air Clean Filter
Active Air Clean Filter
Active HEPA Filter
Filter replacement indicator
ACCESSORIES
12-foot integrated flexible hose
Anti-tipping device
LED headlight
Reinforced ergonomic handle
Dusting brush
Upholstery tool
Crevice nozzle
Mini Turbo Brush (STB 101)
MicroSet (SMC 10)
Flexible crevice nozzle (SFD 20)
Lightweight, telescopic aluminum wand
Long electrical cord
Cleaning radius
COLOR
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S 7210 Twist

S 7280 Salsa

S 7280 Jazz

S 7260 Cat & Dog

•
Rotary Dial
•
4
•

•
Rotary Dial
•
4
•

•
Rotary Dial
•
4
•

•
Rotary Dial
•
4
•

•
U
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

•
U
•
Optional
Optional
Standard

•
U
•
Optional
Optional
Standard

•
U
•
Optional
Standard
Optional

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
39'
54'
Sprint Blue

•
39'
54'
Mango Red

•
39'
54'
Canary Yellow

•
39'
54'
Lotus White

universal upright VACUUM

POWER
2-motor system, with separate control for electrobrush
Powerful 1200-watt Miele-Made Vortex Motor™
4,800 RPM electrobrush motor
Number of power settings
Motor protection indicator
Automatic motor setting
FILTRATION
Air Clean Sealed System® construction
Air Clean FilterBag™
FilterBag™ change indicator
Air Clean Filter
Active Air Clean Filter
Active HEPA Filter
Filter replacement indicator
ACCESSORIES
12-foot integrated flexible hose
Anti-tipping device
LED headlight
Reinforced ergonomic handle
Dusting brush
Upholstery tool
Crevice nozzle
Mini Turbo Brush (STB 101)
MicroSet (SMC 10)
Flexible crevice nozzle (SFD 20)
Lightweight, telescopic aluminum wand
Long electrical cord
Cleaning radius
COLOR

Visit mieleusa.com for complete product specifications.

S 7580 AutoEco

S 7580 Swing

•
+/- Controls
•
6
•
•

•
+/- Controls
•
6
•
•

•
U
•
Optional
Optional
Standard
•

•
U
•
Optional
Optional
Standard
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
39'
54'
Obsidian Black

•
•
•
39'
54'
Steel Blue Metallic

POWER
Max/min speed control
Powerful 1,000-watt Miele-Made Vortex Motor™
FILTRATION
2.6 Quart IntensiveClean Plus™ FilterBag™
Air Clean Filter
Active Air Clean Filter
Active HEPA Filter
ACCESSORIES
Height-adjustable, telescopic wand
change to: SBD 285-3
Upholstery and crevice tool with onboard caddy
Socket for Electric Powerbrush connection
Quick cable release
Anti-slip stopper
Modular design
COLOR

S194 Quickstep
•
•
•
Standard
Optional
Optional
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Mango Red
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HomeCare Series

Solutions for
seriously clean living.
For those seeking a comprehensive cleaning package, Miele’s HomeCare vacuums are the perfect solution. Equipped with additional

accessories and your choice of optional floor tools, HomeCare is
customizable for all types of homes. Available exclusively at Miele’s
independent retailers.
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HomeCare Series
Cleans floor to ceiling and everything in between
Encompassing the unique features and craftsmanship of Miele’s

canisters and uprights, Miele’s HomeCare Series offers a customized

solution for those with a desire to clean their home even more
thoroughly.

These models are conveniently packaged with

specialized tools that make cleaning hard-to-reach places easier
than ever before.

The S8 and S6 HomeCare canisters come standard with combination
carpet/smooth floor tools and your choice of three optional

electrobrushes, giving you a truly individualized canister perfect for
your specific flooring. Pre-packaged accessories include a Universal

Brush – ideal for dusting around the home, and a Flexible Crevice

Tool that reaches around furniture and appliances.
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Miele’s S2 HomeCare canister includes two standard floor tools for

comprehensive cleaning. A FiberTeQ combination floor tool easily

transitions from smooth floors to carpeted surfaces with a quick click

of the rocker switch. The Electro Plus electrobrush features a fivelevel height adjustment, perfect for cleaning high pile and plush

carpeting.

The S7 HomeCare upright encompasses all standard conveniences

of Miele’s upright series, with the addition of two extra accessories.

The specialized Mattress Tool easily cleans between mattresses and

bed frames with its wide, flat nozzle. The S7 HomeCare also includes

a Universal Brush perfect for dust removal.

Mattress Tool (SMD 10)

Universal Brush (SUB 20)

Flexible Crevice Tool (SFD 20)
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Miele’s HomeCare vacuums are exclusively available at independent retailers. With many options to choose from, these experts can provide custom solutions based on the types of flooring in your home.

POWER
2-motor system, with separate control for electrobrush
Powerful 1200-watt Miele-Made Vortex Motor™
4,800 RPM electrobrush motor
Number of power settings
Motor protection indicator
Motor protection function
Silence motor
Automatic motor setting
FILTRATION
Air Clean Sealed System® construction
Air Clean FilterBag™
FilterBag™ change indicator
Air Clean Filter
Active Air Clean Filter
Active HEPA Filter
Filter replacement indicator
ACCESSORIES
Durable electric hose
12-foot integrated flexible hose
Deluxe handle grip with electrobrush control
Reinforced ergonomic handle
Telescopic wand
Standard floor tool
Optional electrobrushes
Anti-tipping device
LED headlight
Dusting brush
Upholstery tool
Crevice nozzle
Mattress Tool (SMD 10)
Universal Brush (SUB 20)
Flexible Crevice Tool (SFD 20)
Long electrical cord
Cleaning radius
COLOR

Visit mieleusa.com for complete product specifications.

S 8390 HomeCare
Canister

S 6290 HomeCare
Canister

S 2121 HomeCare
Canister

+/- Controls

Rotary Dial

Rotary Dial

6

6

6

•
•

•
•

•

•
G/N
•
Optional
Optional
Standard

•
F/J/M
•
Optional
Optional
Standard

G/N
•
Standard
Optional
Optional

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
SBD 285-3
SEB 217-3/SEB 228/SEB 236

•
SBD 470-3
SEB 217-3/SEB 228/SEB 236

•
SBD 470-3/SEB 228

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
One-Touch automatic rewind
33'
Mango Red

•
•
One-Touch automatic rewind
33'
Sprint Blue

Automatic rewind
29.5'
Lava Grey

S 7580 HomeCare
Upright
•
+/- Controls
•
6
•
•
•
•
U
•
Optional
Optional
Standard
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
54'
Ivory White
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Filtration & Accessories

Miele makes for a
healthier home -

and a lifetime of
better breathing.
Unlike the outdoors, your home environment is one area where you can
control the quality of the air you and your family breathe. Miele’s ad-

vanced filtration systems and optional accessories are designed to cap-

ture every last dust particle — on every last surface — to help keep your

home immaculate and your family breathing only the cleanest, purest air
possible.
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filtration accessories
A FILTRATION SYSTEM THAT CAPTURES AND

CONTAINS COMPLETELY.

To ensure you find a filter suitable for your home, Miele offers an array

of high-quality, multilayered filter cartridges that capture dust, dander,

allergens and other lung-damaging particulates known to cause adverse health conditions. When combined with our unique Air Clean

FilterBags™, these hygienic filters form an advanced 12-stage Air

Clean System™ that retains 99.9+% of all dust particles — as fine as

1/200th the width of a human hair.* So you know you’re taking every
measure to purify your air and safeguard your family.

w FilterBag™ (G/N, F/J/M, U).
With a self-locking Auto-Seal™ collar, the Air Clean FilterBag™ ensures that
particulates are never released back into the air once they’re captured.
Air Clean Filter.
Available on all canisters and uprights, this multi-ply filter is constructed with
electrostatically charged material to retain fine particles from the air.
Active Air Clean Filter.
Perfect for pet owners, this filter combines Air Clean technology with an active
charcoal cassette that neutralizes and absorbs odors.
Active HEPA Filter.
Proven to retain 99.99+% of dust particles, this HEPA Filter is ideal for allergy
and asthma sufferers and only needs to be replaced approximately once a year.

*Tests conducted by Interbasic Resources (IBR), an accredited third-party laboratory.
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optional attachments
MIX AND MATCH ATTACHMENTS FOR COMPLETE FLOOR-TO-CEILING CARE.
For greater efficiency and precision, Miele has developed a full range of attachments that

clean every corner and crevice where dust is likely to gather, while protecting your furniture,

drapery, appliances and collectibles. Suitable for all Miele canister and full-size uprights,
these cleaning tools attach easily to your vacuum cleaner’s flexible suction hose or telescopic

wand, providing you with a greater reach, a gentler touch and a more immaculate home.

A. Universal Brush. With soft bristles and a
swiveling neck, this universal brush is perfect for
dusting bookshelves, mantles, moldings, ceiling fans
and sculptures.
B. Extra Wide Upholstery Tool. This extra wide
cleaning tool makes easy and faster work of pulling
stubborn pet hair, lint and dirt from upholstery and
curtains.
C. Radiator Brush. Durable yet gentle, this bristled
brush works its way into crevices to clean dust from
radiators, vents, refrigerator coils, air conditioners
and decorative vases.

A

B

D. Extended Crevice Tool. This extra long crevice
nozzle cleans in narrow spaces like behind beds and
between car seats.

C

E. Extended Flexible Crevice Tool. Excellent for
reaching around furniture and appliances, this
extended flexible crevice nozzle bends easily and
cleans efficiently.
F. Mattress Tool. This wide, flat nozzle lets you
reach between mattresses and bed frames to clean
every last bit of dust and debris.

D

E

F
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optional accessories
COME CLOSER TO A PERFECT

CLEAN WITH MIELE ACCESSORIES.
Versatile and extremely easy to interchange, Miele’s optional accessories have been thoughtfully engineered to clean a wide range of
surfaces. Whether you have classic hardwoods or sealed laminate

A. Electrobrushes. With adjustable heights and rotating roller brushes,
these electronically powered floor tools remove deep-seated dirt from low-,
medium- and high-pile carpeting.

cleaning tool that meticulously cares for all floors in your home — as

B. Turbobrushes. This tool works best on cut-pile and contains a rotating
roller brush that is activated by the air that’s drawn through the head and
works to loosen dirt.

appearance.

C. Bare Floor Tools. These non-marring floor tools gently clean and care for
all stone, tile, hardwoods and other smooth, solid surfaces in your home.

flooring, textured twist or luxurious cut-pile carpeting, you’ll find a

well as your car, boat or RV — while leaving a thoroughly cleaned

D. Combination Floor Tools. These tools are ideal for all smooth flooring
and low-pile carpeting. A convenient foot switch allows for easy transitions
between flooring surfaces.

B

C

D
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accessory cases
TAKE ON ANY UNIQUE CLEANING TASK WITH
MIELE ACCESSORY CASES.

From pet cleanup and car care to the most delicate items around

your home, Miele’s range of specialized accessory cases makes it

fast and easy to clean unconventional objects and spaces with your

Miele vacuum. With extendable hoses and attachments designed

exclusively by Miele, these cases are a convenient way to store and

access all the components that help you maximize your cleaning experience.*

A. CarCare Accessory Case. With its flexible
crevice tool, compact hand turbobrush, universal
brush and suction hose extension, this convenient
collection includes everything you need to quickly
and thoroughly clean your car’s interior — and so
much more.

A

B. HomeCare Accessory Case. For special
cleaning tasks around the house, this set of
accessories includes a mattress tool, extra-wide
upholstery tool, universal brush and a suction hose
extension that reaches up to five feet.
C. Cat & Dog Accessory Case. This set of
specialized accessories is designed for homes with
pets, and features a flexible crevice tool, mini
turbobrush, Air Clean Filter and a hygiene cap with
active charcoal pellets that help retain odors during
storage. Suitable for S8, S5 & S6 canisters.

B

D. MicroSet. With its micro dusting brush, miniature
nozzles and angled extension, the MicroSet is ideal
for cleaning computers, artwork and other delicate
household objects.

C

A

B

C

D

D
*Not all cases are compatible with all Miele vacuums.
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From whole beans
to perfection.
Your in-home café awaits.
Since introducing the world’s first built-in whole bean coffee system in

1998, Miele continues to lead the world with the most intuitive, forwardthinking coffee technology today. Should your design plans not allow for

space for a built-in coffee system, Miele now offers a variety of whole

bean countertop coffee solutions. Versatile enough to satisfy the most

inspired barista - the countertop coffee systems create cafe style bever-

ages with the simple touch of the screen, creating a unique coffee experi-

ence that will call you back again and again.
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YOUR PERFECT CUP OF COFFEE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

Enjoy a variety of café style beverages from Miele’s countertop coffee
system. With the cappuccinatore, you can prepare hot or steamed milk

for cappuccino and lattés in no time. The CM5 series features conveniences such as an adjustable spout to accommodate tall cups and a
temperature control setting. A programmable cup size allows you to set
the amount of coffee dispensed based on the size of your cup. In addi-

tion, the CM5 also features a dual spout that can produce two cups of

coffee simultaneously. With Miele’s signature durable construction and
legendary quality, the CM5 is tested for a 20 year life expectancy –
approximately 50,000 cups of coffee.
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Countertop Coffee Systems
Features
4 portion sizes: espresso, coffee, double espresso,
double coffee
Strength selectable per cup: standard, medium, strong
Selection of amount of water and temperature per cup
Powerful pump (15 bar)
Height-adjustable dual coffee spouts, 2.75" - 5.1"
61 oz. removable water tank
16.9 oz. insulated stainless steel milk flask
9.1 oz bean container and ground coffee chamber
Milk frothing steam system
Removable, easy-to-clean brew unit
Prompts for replenishment of coffee beans and water
Prompts to empty waste container and drip tray
10.5" wide x 14.5" high x 19.5" deep
Standard warranty (with registration)
Optional extended warranty
Stainless steel trim
Integrated cup warmer (accommodating 6+ cups)
One-touch function for cappuccino and macchiato
Dispense two at once or double-sized cappuccinos
and lattés
Dedicated hot water spout
Automatic cleaning program
Milk cleaning system
Jet black SoftTouch finish

CM 5000

CM 5100

CM 5200

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Manual/3 steps
•
•
•
•
2 years
5 years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Electronic/2 steps
•
•
•
•
2 years
5 years
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Electronic/1 step
•
•
•
•
2 years
5 years
•
•
•

Visit mieleusa.com for complete product specifications.

•
•
•
•
•
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YOUR CLOTHES THOROUGHLY CLEANED

AND THOUGHTFULLY
CARED FOR.

Designed to preserve colors and fabrics flawlessly, our laundry care systems ensure that even your most delicate garments look like new after

every wash. Not only does our unique HoneyComb™ technology and
MasterCare™ programs make washing your clothes as easy and gentle

as possible, they also allow you to conserve water and energy, so you’re
caring for the earth – while caring for your clothes.

Whether you appreciate perfectly pressed clothes – or crisp, wrinkle-free
bed linens – Miele’s rotary iron is large enough to care for almost any

fabric in your home, releasing wrinkles instantly and pressing evenly. The

unique ergonomic design invites you to sit comfortably while ironing, and
its convenient fold-away frame allows for quick and easy storage in a
closet after you’re finished.
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UNRIVALED DISH CARE TECHNOLOGY.

UNCOMPROMISING
PERFORMANCE.

From innovative cutlery trays to specialized dish care settings, Miele’s
award-winning dishwashers ensure your kitchenware is always immacu-

lately cleaned and spotlessly dried. Whether fully integrated into custom
cabinetry or pre-finished in Clean Touch Steel™, the revolutionary Futura

Series cares for your finest crystal and china with unmatched precision
and compromised gentleness.
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CARE COLLECTION

GET THE MOST OUT OF
YOUR MIELE.
Made exclusively for Miele, the Care Collection offers a wide range of

products to help you not only care for your laundry and dishware, but also
for your Miele appliances. Each product has been designed specificially

to work in harmony with your Miele appliances. That means from softer
pillowcases to sparkling glassware, you can be confident that you will get
superior results each and every time.
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MIELE MAKES A STATEMENT
ON GOOD TASTE, ESPECIALLY
IN THE KITCHEN.
The same uncompromising quality you find in our laundry and floor care
solutions you’ll also find in our full suite of classic, state-of-the-art kitchen

appliances. From intelligent refrigerators to customized cooktops, stunning ventilation hoods to innovative ovens, our functionally superior and

incredibly durable kitchen appliances complement your passions for

cooking and beautiful kitchen design.
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live better with miele.
Classic design. Legendary quality. Advanced filtration. And superior performance. These

characteristics have made the Miele name synonymous with excellence — and the ultimate
choice in floor care today. To view our complete collection of home appliances — including

our award-winning vacuum cleaners — please visit mieleusa.com or a Miele Center near you.

Miele, Inc.

Beverly Hills

310.855.9470

Princeton, NJ 08540

Boston

781.431.2225

9 Independence Way

mieleusa.com

moreinfo@mieleusa.com
800.843.7231

Boca Raton
Chicago
Dallas

New York City
Princeton

San Francisco
Scottsdale
Seattle

800.220.1744 x 5752
800.843.7231 x 4838
800.843.7231 x 5137
800.843.7231 x 1200
800.843.7231
415.431.8682
480.443.0045
877.574.0770

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this brochure is correct at the time of
printing. We are constantly innovating, however, and we reserve the right to make changes to our products
without prior notice.
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J.D. POWER AND ASSOCIATES RANKED MIELE

“Highest in Customer Satisfaction
with Upright and Canister Vacuums”

Miele received the highest numerical score for canister vacuums in the proprietary J.D. Power
and Associates 2013 Vacuum Satisfaction Study(SM). Study based on 5,182 total responses
measuring 10 brands and measures opinions of consumers who purchased canister vacuums
during the previous 12 months. Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of consumers surveyed in February 2013. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com.

www.mieleusa.com
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